London Borough of Enfield
Case Study
Line Marking Services

Liberty Services and the
London Borough of Enfield

Liberty offers a full services signs and lines
package including:

Liberty Services, formed in 1945, specialises in the provision of
parking related products to Local Authorities and Private
Contractors. Since 2002 it has provided a full signs and lines
service - from survey to implementation. Liberty now has over 50
clients using this service.
When Liberty took over a contract from the London Borough of
Enfield’s previous contractor it found a situation where there was
a significant backlog of work. By careful scheduling and
prioritising of work the company was able to catch up and ensure
that all snagging work was done within two weeks of request.

Survey, design, proof, manufacture and nationwide
fitting service
3 thermo plastic trucks and one spray truck
Guaranteed 10 day delivery from proof approval
On and off street signs
Tariff changes
Full range of suspension signs

“The Road Marking Team at Liberty
Services dealt with our backlog of work
efficiently and professionally... the whole
project was very well organised.”

By doing needs analysis with the client the
following programme was agreed:
Snagging work completed within 5 working days
Schedule of works drawn up showing completion
dates

Lynn Kimsey
Parking Services, London Borough of Enfield

On site consultation where parking suspension
required
All work to be implemented to Chapter 5 of the
Traffic signs regulations and General Directions 2002
Shortly after commencement the scope of the contract was
increased to include all on street work snagging using thermo
plastic. Liberty also worked with another out of London authority
for TMA 2004 implementation. Liberty was required to burn out
all wrongly marked double end markings in continuous un-broken
bays and to implement double end markings in segmented bays.
As a result the borough achieved full compliance and reduced
the number of appeal options.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
We operate an ISO 9001 and
14001 quality and environmental
management standard ensuring we
offer a premium service with
competitive prices at all times
whilst limiting our impact on the
environment.

For further information contact Rob Montè:
Call: 020 8681 4124 | Mobile: 07880 291 794 | Fax: 020 8686 1336

Email: rob.monte@libertyservices.co.uk
Liberty Services is a trading name of Liberty Printers (AR & RF Reddin) Limited.
Company registered in England and Wales no: 02920033.
Registered address: 17 Rochester Row, London, SW1P 1QT.
Liberty is a member of the British Parking Association and follows their code of practice.
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